
Objective: Students will notate melody and rhythm on a treble staff. 

Age Level: middle elementary (3rd grade)

Materials: Beat Blocks (quarter notes, half notes, 4/4 bases, note name blocks), Exclama-
tion Mark by Amy Krouse Rosenthal & Tom Lichtenheld, recorders, treble clef staff paper 
or dry erase boards.

Process:

1. Teacher introduces high C as a new note on the recorder by modeling A and then lifting 
the top finger. Students practice the fingering transition. (See fingering charts on the 
next page).
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Exclamation Notation
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2. Read the book Exclamation Mark by Amy Krouse Rosenthal & Tom Lichtenheld, with the 
simple instructions that each period is a note A, and the exclamation mark is a C. For ex-
ample, the first visual pattern seen is ...!... which would be played as A A A C A A A. Af-
ter each page is read, students interpret the pattern and play it on recorders. 

3. Continue through the book, following this guide for improvisation through expression, 
technique, and new notes (the transition to B). Always take student ideas and at least 
try them if they’re offered! Let the students discover and interpret the book 
rather than read it strictly as iconic notation. 
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Exclamation Mark Improvisation Guide
periods = A

question mark = B
exclamation point = C

"He stood out here" = A A C A A A A
"He stood out there" = A A A A A A C
"...was when he was asleep" = (slowly) A A A A A C A
"...to be more like them" = A A A (flutter between C and A like a spring) A A A 
"...wasn't like everyone else" = A A A A A A (rest) C
"confused" C A G  (echo)
"flummoxed" C A G (echo)
and deflated "C A G E" (or descend to the lowest note you know)
"running away" E G A C (or ascend from lowest note you know)
Question mark = B on rhythm of words. Students answer with C
During the series of questions, teacher improvises melodic patterns and students an-
swer on C 
"STOP" = sustained C
When the exclamation point speaks, play C in the rhythm of the words.
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Tap here to download recorder fingering charts 
(German Fingering)

Adding notation: 

4. Read the book again but without instruments this time.  Instead, students each have a 
box of beat blocks a dry erase board for their group. Select a few pages for this activity 
rather than the whole book (for time’s sake and to remain faithful to the objective). 

5. Have students build the rhythm of the first visual example in the book. Teacher says 
“There are 7 notes but 8 beats. Which one stands out? The exclamation point. Lets 
make that a half note since it makes such as statement.” If a beat is missing, fill it in 
with a rest (as seen in the guide below). Question marks are half notes too, but all the pe-
riods are quarter notes. 

6. When the rhythm of the visual is established, assign the melody notes to the visual as 
well. For example, the first page is ...!... which we played as AAA C AAA. That would be 
a quarter note, quarter note, quarter note, half note, quarter note, quarter note, quarter 
note. Teacher says “The half note in the middle ties the two measures together. What is 
that called? A tie!” The notes would then look like this picture. Note that the students 
just have to turn the melody block around to read the treble clef notation on the back, 
making it easy to transcribe onto a dry erase or paper treble clef.
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This is a fantastic book that offers the chance to collaborate with classroom teachers, so-
cial workers, and psychologists. Share the book and let them know what you’re doing! It 
could easily be turned into a movement piece or performance as well. 

Recommended Pages for Melodic Notation
periods = quarter notes, A

question mark = half note, B
exclamation point = half note, C

"He stood out here" = A A C A A A A
"...was when he was asleep" = (slowly) A A A A A C A
"...wasn't like everyone else" = A A A A A A (rest) C
Question Mark enters the scene = half note B, C
Question Mark’s many questions = students select a “question” to decode into rhythm on a B
Exclamation Mark exclamations = students select an exclamation to decode into rhythm on an A
“...much exclaming” = half note B, C, and quarter note A’s (they don’t  all fit so turn some A’s into 
eighth notes)

Assessment: 

Can you transition from C to A smoothly? 

Can you transition to C to B to A smoothly? 

Can you notate a melody? 

Can you decode the rhythm represented visually?
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